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Throughout the paper we consider only finite groups.
A formation is a class f of groups with the following properties:
 .i Every homomorphic image of an f-group is an f-group.
 .  .ii If GrM and GrN are f-groups, then also Gr M l N belongs
to f.
The formation f is said to be saturated if the group G belongs to f
 .whenever the Frattini factor group GrF G is in f.
Let P be the set of all prime numbers. A formation function is a
 .function f defined on P such that f p is a, possibly empty, formation. A
formation f is said to be a local formation if there exists a formation
function f such that f s G g G : if HrK is a chief factor of G and p
< <  .  ..divides HrK , then GrC HrK g f p ; G is the class of all finiteG
groups. If f is a local formation defined by a formation function f , then
 .we denote f s LF f and f is a local definition of f. Among all possible
local definitions of a local formation f there exists exactly one, denoted by
  . .F, such that F is integrated i.e., F p : f for all p g P and full
  .  . .S F p s F p for all p g P; here S denotes the class of all p-groups ;p p
this F is the canonical local definition of f. The celebrated
w xGaschutz]Lubeseder]Schmid Theorem 2, IV, Theorem 4.6 states that aÈ
formation is saturated if and only if it is local.
Let f be a formation. It is known that each group G has a smallest
normal subgroup with quotient in f; it is called the f-residual of G and is
denoted by Gf. On the other hand, it is well known that formations are
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closed under direct products. However, they need not be closed under the
product of normal subgroups as the formation U of all supersoluble
groups shows.
w xIn 3 Maier proves the following result: Let f be a saturated formation.
If G s HK with f-groups H and K such that every subgroup of H is
permutable with every subgroup of K, then G belongs to f provided that f
contains the saturated formation U of all supersoluble groups. In the same
paper he proposes the following question: ``Does the above result extend
to non-saturated formations which contain all supersoluble groups?''
In this paper we answer affirmatively to this question. Following Maier
we say that a group G is the product of the totally permutable subgroups H
and K if G s HK and every subgroup of H is permutable with every
subgroup of K. Our aim is to prove the following:
THEOREM. Let f be a formation containing the class U of all supersolu-
ble groups. Suppose that the group G s HK is the product of the totally
permutable subgroups H and K. If H and K belong to f , then G belongs to f.
w xWe shall adhere to the notation used in 2 and we refer the reader to
that book for the basic notation, terminology, and results on formations.
In the following, we present an example of a group G which is the
product of two totally permutable subgroups. This example has been the
source of inspiration of the results of this paper.
 5 5 5 w x :EXAMPLE. Let P s u, ¨ , zru s ¨ s z s 1, u, ¨ s z be the ex-
3  : 2traspecial group of order 5 . Let A s a be the cyclic group of order 5 .
Consider the group
 5 5 5 25 w xC s u , ¨ , z , a _ u s ¨ s z s a s 1, u , ¨ s z ,
5:ua s au, ¨a s a¨ , z s a
w  .xconstructed in 2, A, Proposition 19.5 . C is a central product of P and A
 5:  .with amalgamated subgroup a ( Z P .
w  .x  .By 2, A, Theorem 20.8 the elements of the symplectic group Sp 2,5
 .can be regarded as automorphisms of P centralizing Z P . Moreover,
0 1 .  . w  .x w xsince Sp 2,5 s SL 2,5 by 2, A, Lemma 20.10 , the element b s y1 y1
0 1 . w xinduces an automorphism of P centralizing Z P . The element a s 1 0
 .  .of GL 2,5 can be regarded as an automorphism of P which inverts Z P .
 :A simple calculation allows us to see that the group a , b ( S , the3
symmetric group of degree 3, acts on P.
On the other hand, it is rather easy to see that the action of a on
 :A s a inverting a and the trivial action of b on A, induces an action of
 :a , b on A. So the group S acts on C in a natural way. Consider3
w xG s C S the semidirect product with respect to this action. Then G s3
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HK is the product of the totally permutable subgroups H and K, where H
w xis isomorphic to A and K is isomorphic to the semidirect product P S .3
We prepare the proof of our Theorem.
LEMMA 1. Let the group G s NB be the product of two subgroups N and
B. Suppose that N is normal in G. Since B acts by conjugation on N, we can
w xconstruct the semidirect product, X s N B, with respect to this action. Then
 .the natural map a : X ª G gi¨ en by nb a s nb, for e¨ery n g N and e¨ery
 .b g B, is an epimorphism, Ker a l N s 1 and Ker a F C N .X
Proof. This is obtained by direct checking.
LEMMA 2. Let the group G s NH be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups N and H. Suppose that N is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
Then:
 .i If N is abelian, then N is a cyclic group of prime order.
 .ii If N is non-abelian, then H centralizes N.
Proof. Notice first that each subgroup L of H satisfying L l N s 1
normalizes every subgroup T of N, because T s TL l N eTL.}
 .i Assume now that N is abelian. Then N is a p-group for some
prime p. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Since N is a normal
 .subgroup of the p-group NP, then N l Z NP / 1. Take an element g of
 .  :N l Z NP of order p. Then g is a normal subgroup of G, because P
 :and every Sylow q-subgroup of H, for every prime q / p, normalize g .
 :Consequently N s g is a cyclic group of prime order.
 . w xii If N is non-abelian, we claim that N l H s 1. By 3, Lemma 2
we have that N l H is a nilpotent subnormal subgroup of G. In particu-
 .lar, N l H F F N s 1. Therefore H normalizes all subgroups of N.
w x  . w x  .Then N, H is in Z N by 1, Theorem 2.2.1 . Since Z N s 1, we have
that H centralizes N.
Recall that if A is a group of operators of a group G and if f is a
formation function, then A acts f-centrally on an A-composition factor
 .  . < <HrK of G, if ArC HrK g f p for all primes p dividing HrK , andA
otherwise A acts f-eccentrically on HrK. A acts f-hypercentrally on G if A
acts f-centrally on every A-composition factor of G.
 . Let u be the formation function defined by u p s G g G : G is
.  .abelian of exponent dividing p y 1 . Then U s LF u and u is integrated
 w  . x.see 2, IV, Example 3.4 f .
w  .xFrom Lemma 2 and 2, IV, Theorem 6.9 we have:
COROLLARY 1. Let the group G s RH be the product of the totally
permutable subgroups R and H. Suppose that R is a normal subgroup of G.
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Then H acts u-hypercentrally on R by conjugation. In particular, H U central-
izes R.
Proof. Let ArB be an H-composition factor of R. Then ArB is
 . .a minimal normal subgroup of the group X s ArB HBrB which
is the product of the totally permutable subgroups ArB and HBrB.
If ArB is non-abelian, then HBrB centralizes ArB by Lemma 2. So
 .  . < <HrC ArB s 1 g u p for all primes p dividing ArB . If ArB isH
abelian, then ArB is a cyclic group of prime order, p say. This means that
 .HrC ArB is abelian of exponent dividing p y 1. Consequently H actsH
w  .x  .u-hypercentrally on R. By 2, IV, Theorem 6.9 we have that HrC R isH
supersoluble. So H U centralizes R.
LEMMA 3. Let the group G s HK be the product of the totally permutable
w x  .subgroups H and K. If H l K s 1, then H, K is contained in F G .
w xProof. We prove that H, K centralizes all the chief factors of a given
< < w  .xchief series of G. This is done by induction on G . By 3, Lemma 2 a , H
or K contains a nonidentity normal subgroup of G. Assume that H
contains such a normal subgroup, N say. Consider a chief series of G
passing through N. Since the group GrN satisfies the hypotheses of the
w xlemma, it follows that H, K centralizes all the chief factors ArB of the
above series such that N F B. Let LrM be a chief factor of G in the
above series such that M - L F N. Then LrM l KMrM s 1. It is clear
 . .that TrM s LrM KMrM is the product of the totally permutable
subgroups LrM and KMrM. Assume that LrM is non-abelian. Then
LrM is the direct product of minimal normal subgroups of TrM. By
Lemma 2, these minimal normal subgroups are centralized by KMrM.
w x  .Therefore KMrM centralizes LrM and so H, K F C LrM . SupposeG
< <now that LrM is abelian and let p be the prime dividing LrM . It is
 .clear that LrM is a GrC LrM -module by conjugation, over the fieldG
with p elements. Since LrM l KMrM s 1, it follows that KMrM nor-
malizes each subgroup of LrM. This implies that the linear transforma-
 .  .tions induced by KC LrM rC LrM on LrM should be scalar. Con-G G
 .  .  .  .sequently, KC LrM rC LrM centralizes HC LrM rC LrMG G G G
w x  .and so H, K F C LrM .G
 .Since the Fitting subgroup F G of G is the intersection of the central-
izers of the chief factors of a given chief series of G, we have that
w x  .H, K F F G and the lemma is proved.
w xOur next result shows that the converse of Maier's Theorem 3 holds.
LEMMA 4. Let the group G s HK be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups H and K. Let f be a saturated formation such that U is contained
in f. If G belongs to f , then H and K belong to f.
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< <Proof. Arguing by induction on G , we may assume that G has a
unique minimal normal subgroup N and the groups HNrN and KNrN
belong to f.
 .  .Case 1. N : F G . Since HNrN g f , it is clear that H s H l N T ,
 .where T is an f-projector of H. Therefore G s H l N TK s TK. In
 .  .particular, we have that H s T H l K . But H l K F F G g U : f , by
w x w x3, Lemma 2 . This means that H g f by 3 . Analogously K g f.
 .Case 2. N ­ F G . Assume that N is non-abelian. Since H l K F
 . w x  .F G s 1, we have by Lemma 3 that H, K F F G s 1. Hence G s
H = K and the result is clear.
If N is abelian, then G is a primitive group of type 1. So G s NM,
 .where M is a maximal subgroup of G such that Core M s 1 andG
w xN l M s 1. From 3, Lemma 2 , we may assume that N F H, and conse-
 .quently H s NX, where X s M l H. Since H l K F F G s N, it fol-
lows that H l K s N l K e K. On the other hand, if T F N l K, then}
T s TX l N eTX, that is, H normalizes each subgroup of H l K. In}
particular, we deduce that H l K s 1 or H l K s N. If H l K s N, then
N F K. Now H and K normalize each subgroup of H l K, which implies
 .that N is a cyclic group of prime order, p say. Therefore, HrC N gH
 .  .U p : F p , where U and F are the canonical local definitions of U and
f , respectively. So H g f , because HrN g f. Analogously K g f. Assume
now that H l K s 1. It is clear that K g f because H l K s N l K s 1.
Moreover it is clear that K normalizes every subgroup of N. This implies
that N is a minimal normal subgroup of H and consequently X is a
w n xmaximal subgroup of H. On the other hand, if 1 / n g N, then X , K F
 . nF G l X K s 1. If N s H, then H belongs also to f and we are done. If
 n:  n:.  .N - H, then X, X s H and so K F C X, X s C H . In thisG G
case, it is again G s H = K and the result is clear.
LEMMA 5. Let the group G s HK be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups H and K. Let f be a saturated formation of soluble groups
containing U. If K belongs to f , then Gf s H f.
Proof. Since GrGf s HKrGf g f , it follows, taking into account
f f < <Lemma 4, that H F G . Arguing by induction on G , we can assume that
GfN s H fN, for any minimal normal subgroup N of G. So, it is Gf s
f  f .  . f f fH G l N . This allows us to assume that Soc G F G and G s H N,
for any subgroup N as above. If a such subgroup N were contained in H f,
w xthe result would be proved. On the other hand, we know by 3, Lemma 2
that there exists a minimal normal subgroup N of G such that N F H or
N F K. We analyze next both possibilities.
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 f . f fCase 1. N F H. In this case N F N H and so H eG . AssumeG }
first that N is non-abelian. Then N is the direct product of non-abelian
simple groups. But NrN l H f ( H fNrH f s GfrH f F HrH f g f : S ,
which implies N s N l H f, that is, N F H f and the result is clear. If N is
abelian, then N is a p-group for some prime p. Now we can assume that
f  f .G is a p-group. Otherwise, if 1 / Q g Syl G for some prime q / p,q
f f  .  G:then Q F H . Moreover, G s G N Q and consequently 1 / Q sG
 G f: fQ F H . So there would exist a minimal normal subgroup of G
f  f . fcontained in H and we would be done. If F G / 1, then G s
f  f . f  f . fH F G s H , because F G eG. Therefore G can be assumed to be}
abelian. Notice that in this case the group G is soluble. Consider H s H fF
f . f . w xwhere F is an f-projector of H. Then G s H FK s G FK . By 3 we
have that FK g f. Since Gf is abelian, there exists an f-projector E of G
f w  .xsuch that FK F E. Moreover G l E s 1 by 2, IV, Theorem 5.18 .
f f f . fConsequently G s H FK l G s H and the result is proved.
Case 2. N F K. Since K g f : S , it follows that N is abelian. If
< <  .f fHN - G, we deduce by induction on G , that HN s H . In particu-
 f . f flar N F N H and H eG . The result follows now arguing asG }
above. Assume that HN s G. Then H is a maximal subgroup of G. If
 .Core H / 1, there exists a minimal normal subgroup of G contained inG
 .H and we are in Case 1. Otherwise Core H s 1 and G is a primitiveG
group. Moreover N must be a cyclic group of prime order by Lemma 2.
 . f  .Therefore HrC N g f , in particular H F C N s 1 and H g f.H H
w xNow the result is clear by the Theorem of 3 .
LEMMA 6. Let G s HK be the product of the totally permutable subgroups
H and K. Let f be a saturated formation of soluble groups containing U.
Then the f-residuals H f and K f are normal subgroups of G. Moreo¨er, if
w U U xf s U , then H , K s 1.
< <Proof. Let q be a prime dividing K and let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup
of K. Since H permutes with Q, it follows that HQ is a subgroup of G. By
 .f f fLemma 5, we have that HQ s H . Hence Q normalizes H for every
Sylow q-subgroup Q of K. Consequently K normalizes H f and so H f is a
normal subgroup of G. Analogously K f is a normal subgroup of G.
Now we apply Corollary 1 to the product KH U to conclude that K U
U w U U xcentralizes H . Therefore H , K s 1 and the lemma is proved.
w xDoerk and Hawkes 2, IV, Theorem 1.18 prove that for a formation f of
soluble groups the f-residual respects the operation of forming direct
products. In the case of saturated formations of soluble groups containing
the formation of all supersoluble groups it is possible to give an extension
of the result of Doerk and Hawkes.
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COROLLARY 2. Let f be a saturated formation of soluble groups such that
U is contained in f. Let G s HK be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups H and K. Then Gf s H fK f.
< <Proof. The result follows by induction of G , taking into account
Lemma 6.
Remark. Corollary 2 is not valid for formations which do not contain
the class U , for example, the saturated formation N of all nilpotent
groups. Let G be the symmetric group of degree 3. G is the product of the
totally permutable subgroups H and K, where H is a cyclic group of order
3 and K is a cyclic group of order 2. Then GN / H N K N s 1.
LEMMA 7. Let G s HK be the product of the totally permutable subgroups
 .  .H and K. Assume that H l K s 1 and F G s O G for some prime p.p
Then:
 . w p . p .xi O H , O K s 1, and
 . p .ii O H normalizes each p-subgroup of K.
Proof. Let q and r be two primes such that p / q and p / r. Let Q be
a Sylow q-subgroup of H and let R be a Sylow r-subgroup of K. By
w x  .  . w xLemma 3, we have that Q, R F F G s O G and so Q, R is a p-group.p
On the other hand, QR is a subgroup of G because H and K are totally
w x  4permutable. This implies that Q, R F QR which is a q, r -group. Hence
w x p .Q, R s 1. Since O H is generated by all Sylow q-subgroups of H
w p . p .xwhere q runs over all the primes q / p, we have that O H , O K s 1
 .and i holds.
Let P be a p-subgroup of K and let Q be a Sylow q-subgroup of H,
< <where q / p is an arbitrary prime dividing H . Then QP is a subgroup of
w x w x  .G and QP s P Q, P Q. Since Q, P is contained in F G , it follows that
w xQ, P is a normal p-subgroup of QP. But P is a Sylow p-subgroup of QP.
w x p .Consequently Q, P F P and so Q normalizes P. This implies that O H
 .normalizes P and ii holds.
LEMMA 8. Let G s HK be the product of the totally permutable subgroups
H and K. Assume that K is supersoluble. Then K centralizes GU.
Proof. By Lemma 5 we have that GU s H U. Assume that the lemma is
 . < < < <false and let G, K be a counterexample with G q K minimal. Then G
has the following properties:
 .i K is a cyclic group of prime power order.
It is clear that K / 1. Let M be a maximal subgroup of K. Then
 .U U  .MH s H . By the choice of the pair G, K , we have that M F
 U .C H . Assume that M and M are two distinct maximal subgroups ofG 1 2
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 :  U .K. Then K s M , M F C H , a contradiction. Thus K has a unique1 2 G
maximal subgroup. This implies that K is a cyclic group of prime power
order.
 . U Uii G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N and N F H s G .
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. We consider GrN s
 . .HNrN KNrN . It is clear that GrN is the product of the totally
permutable subgroups HNrN and KNrN. Moreover KNrN is supersolu-
 U .ble. By the choice of G, we have that KNrN F C G NrN . HenceG r N
w U xK, G F N. Assume that N and N are two distinct minimal normal1 2
w U x  .subgroups of G. Then K, G F N l N s 1, a contradiction. So ii1 2
holds.
 .iii K is a cyclic group of prime order.
Let M be the unique maximal subgroup of K. Assume M / 1. By the
 .  U .choice of G, K , we have M F C H . Let A be a supersoluble projec-G
w xtor of H. Then KA is supersoluble by the Theorem of 3 . Moreover
 . UG s KA H . Let U be a U-maximal subgroup of G containing KA.
U w  .x  .Then G s UH . By 2, IV, Theorem 6.14 we have that Z G sU
 U .  .  .C G , where Z G is the U-hypercenter of G. So 1 / M F Z GU U U
 .which is a normal subgroup of G. Consequently N F Z G and soU
 .  .  . U .Z GrN s Z G rN. On the other hand, GrN s UNrN H rNU U
 .U Uand GrN s H rN. Let U rN be a U-maximal subgroups of GrN1
w xcontaining UNrN. By the above mentioned result of 2 , we have that
 .  .  U .Z G rN s Z GrN s C H rN . By minimality of G, it followsU U U r N1
 .  .that KNrN F Z G rN and so K F Z G , a contradiction. Conse-U U
quently M s 1 and K is a cyclic group of prime order.
 .iv The final contradiction.
Since K is a cyclic group of prime order, q say, if K is not contained in
w x  .H, we have that H l K s 1. So H, K F F G by Lemma 3. Now,
w x  .1 / H, K and so F G / 1. Since G has a unique minimal normal
 .  .subgroup, we have that F G s O G for some prime p. Suppose thatp
 . p .  . Uq s p. Then Lemma 7 ii yields O H F N K . Since H is containedG
p . w U x  U .in O H , it follows that K, H F H l K s 1 and so K F C H ,G
 .a contradiction. Therefore q / p. By Lemma 7 i , we have that
w p . p .x p . U p .O H , O K s 1. Since O K s K, it follows that H F O H F
 . UC K . Hence K centralizes H , a contradiction. Assume now thatG
 .K F H s G. Then K is a permutable subgroup of G. If Core K s 1,G
 . w xthen K F Z G by a result of Maier and Schmid 4 . Consequently`
 .  .  U .  .K F Z G F Z G F C G , a contradiction. If Core K / 1, then K` U G G
 .is a normal subgroup of G of order q, and again K F Z G whichU
provides the final contradiction.
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Proof of the Theorem. Assume that the Theorem is false. Choose a
counterexample G s HK where H and K are totally permutable sub-
< < < < < <groups of G such that G q H q K is minimal. Since H, K g f but
G s HK f f , we certainly have H, K / 1. We split the proof into two
steps:
Step 1. Either H or K is supersoluble. Suppose that neither H nor
K is supersoluble. Then H U , K U / 1 and H s H UA and K s K UB,
where A and B are supersoluble projectors of H and K, respectively.
Moreover A is a proper subgroup of H and B is a proper subgroup of K.
Denote U s AB. It is clear that U is a supersoluble subgroup of G by
Maier's Theorem. Because of Lemma 6, H U and K U are normal sub-
groups of G. Hence U acts by conjugation on H U and K U. These actions
allow us to define an action of U on the direct product H U = K U in a
 . U U  .unatural way, that is, for every u g U and a, b g H = K , a, b s
 u u. w U U xa , b . Let X s H = K U be the semidirect product with respect to
the above action.
On the other hand, by Lemma 6, H UK U is a central product of H U and
K U. Moreover H UK U is a normal subgroup of G. So U acts by conjuga-
U U w U U xtion on H K . Let Y s H K U be the semidirect product with respect
to this action.
It is rather easy to see that the map g : H U = K U ª H UK U defined by
 .. U Ua, b g s ab, for every a g H and every b g K , is an U-epimorphism.
 .Consequently g induces an epimorphism g : X ª Y defined by wu g s
 . U Uw g u, for every w g H = K and every u g U. On the other hand,
 U U .G s H K U. By Lemma 1, there exists an epimorphism from Y onto
G. Consequently G is isomorphic to a quotient group of Y.
w U x w U xNext we prove that the subgroups H U and K U belong to f. We
have that KA g f because K g f and A g U : f. By Lemma 1, there
w U x U w U x .exists an epimorphism d : K U ª K U s KA. Hence K U rker d is
w U x . U w U x . Uan f-group. Since K U rK ( U g U , it follows that K U rK is
w U x .  U .an f-group. Consequently K U r K l ker d is an f-group. Hence
w U x w U x UK U belongs to f. Analogously H U g f. This implies that XrH
and XrK U are f-groups and so X is also an f-group. Since Y is a quotient
group of X, it follows that Y g f. Finally G is a quotient group of Y. This
implies G g f , a contradiction.
Step 2. The final contradiction.
 .By step ii , either H or K is supersoluble. Assume that K is supersolu-
ble. By Lemmas 5 and 8, H U centralizes K. This means that H U central-
 G: Uizes K , the normal closure of K in G, because H is a normal
 . Usubgroup of G. As in step ii , H s H A where A is a supersoluble
w G:x  G:projector of H. Denote by Z s K H the semidirect product of K
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and H with respect to the conjugation action. By Lemma 1, we know that
G is isomorphic to a quotient group of Z. We reach the contradiction by
U  G:proving that Z g f. Since H centralizes K in G, the same is true in
U  G:. UZ, that is, H F H l C K . So H is a normal subgroup of Z andZ
U w G:x  U ..ZrH is isomorphic to the semidirect product K Ar A l H ,
w G:x w G:xwhich is a quotient group of K A. If K A were in f , we would
have ZrH U g f. This is what we are going to prove. Notice that G s
 U . U  .  G:  A:KH A and H F C K . This implies that K s K . By LemmaG
w A:x w A:x .1, there exists an epimorphism w : K A ª KA. So K A r
w A:x .  A:Ker w ( KA g f. On the other hand, K A r K ( A g U : f.
w A:x  A: UConsequently K A g f because Ker w l K s 1. Hence ZrH g
 G:  G: U .f. Finally Zr K ( H g f. This means that Zr K l H s Z g f ,
the final contradiction.
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